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Portland Campus

MacLeod Tal<es on ·Students

UMPG PRESIDENT Willi~m MacLeod

President Challenged · on
Student Representatioq
A var iety of issue s
ranging f rom the d i p loma
question -to student representation were discussed by
acting UMPG President
William MacLeod in an openend session, which took
place last Tuesday before _
approximately 50 students,
facu lty members, and administrators in LBA.
Viking columnist .Eddie
L. Beard opened the meeting
with a question concerning
a week-end trip, next Saturday and Sunday, October
17 arid 18, by the Ad Hoc
Committee on University
Governance to the Eastern
Slope Inn in the White Mountains.
Beard wondered if
perhaps the trip would be a
waste of money. MacLeod
responded that the cost of
such a trip was minimal
when compared with the results that such a session
would bring.
After several more questtions by Beard MacLeod
asked him a question con- _
cerning his column in the
Viking ("In Loco Parentis")
in which Beard charged that
the merger had already cost
~ million dollars.
In part
of his explanation Beard
stated a large amount will
be used to replace instructors who are given released
hours for working o n t h e Ad
Hoc University and Governance Committees. MacLeod

countered this arguement
by say ing that i n many
cases the classes will be
taught by another instructor or, if the class only
has 2 or 3 students, the
students in the class may be
shifted to another course.
Student Senate President
Jerry Mccann questioned Dr.
MacLeod on the ratio of
faculty to student representation on the Ad Hoc University Governance Committee.
MacLeod stated that when he
made t,he decision he was "well
aware of the events of last
spring (the Committee of 33)".
In making the decision he
said he consulted with students and faculty members
rioncerning representation.
When he eventually settled
upon a faculty_ advantage
he justified his decision
by saying that "what we need
above all else is -accountability- we truly do not need
equal. representation."
Student Nick Hazlett as~ed
MacLeod why the ad hoc commitees had to be voted on by
the Advisory Committee when
there were no students present. MacLeod explained ,
"When you have two groups that
· must do work this year you
h ave to do something .
I rendered judgement as best I
could."
On the selection of a
new Dean of Student Affairs
MacLeod stated that appli -

cations had been received
from all over the country
and people already within
the UMPG system are also ·
eligible for consideration.
MacLeod commented briefly
on other issues. The decision on diplomas will be made
at a December University of
Maine Board of Trustees
meeting at Gorham. On a
possible investigation of
the bookstore he conceded
that the operatio n does
have "major problems",
but that students should not
"blame Mrs. (Margo) Lemke
for all the problems as she
inherited many of them."
The check-cashing policy of
the bookstore will be investigated, according to MacLeod.
Finally, when asked if he
would consider a permanent
position as President, MacLeod responded, "No, I just
keep hoping the time of interim is short."

Nomination

:-

Deadline Extended
Student Senator Dan Fox
has extended the deadline for
nomination papers for Freshmen senators and class officers. The new deadline is
Tuesday, Oct. 13 at 5 P. M.
All nomination pap ers must
be in the Student Union by
that time.
At press time some
class officer positions were
still without any candidates.

McCann Announces
Cashing Policy
Student Senate President
Jerry Mccann has reported the
the enactment of an administration approved check cashing policy at the UMP book- ·
store.
Under the new policy checks
may be cashed for up to $35.
Students will be required to
give their name, address,
and telephone number. They
also will have to show a
student identification card.
Other members of the campus
community will be required
to show other means of identification. The new guideline~ stipulate that the check ~cashing
privile ge will be revoked for
any student whose check bounces. The revo cati on will last
one semester unless the offens e is committ ed a g a i n in
which ~ase the revocation will
be permanent .
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As each week passes i t becomes more and more apparent
that the real problem to be faced on this campus during the
coming mo'ntli s • 1s' not whether we can successfully merge with
Gorha~ by next July, but whether we can continue to survive
with the burden of Gorham weighing us d own.
We make this
statement only after carefully observing what has happened
'
to UMP since the decision to merge was first announced by
University of Maine Chancellor Donald McNeil and the Board
of Trustees last December.
Since Chancellor McNeil made his announcement, we havP
lost two of our administrators and three of our leading faculty members.
The two administrators and one of our faculty
are probably gone forever; the other two faculty member~
=
will probably ,eventually return to teaching.
In their
absence, however, their positions have had to be filledin some cases with instructors who are of somewhat less than
top quality.
On the other hand, when Gorham has had a
person put in one of the interim positions he has usually
been an administrator to begin with.
Therefore, their faculty has remained more or less intact.
Concerning the departure of faculty members the future
looks even less promising.
When decisions are , made concerning which instructors will teach a course which is currently being taught by both Gorham and Portland instructors,
the choice may well be the Gorham faculty member, not becaus e
he is bette~ qualified but because he has seniority.
This
seniority situation is brought about by the existence of
Gorham for the past ninety years, although they have only
been accredited for the past nine years.
The result would
be that we would have a faculty with much teaching experience, but little experience with the latest ideas in their
area outside o! the university.
The detrimental effect of the ~ergeF can be seen i rl
other areas as well.
Last spring ' this campus was very clos e
to calling for an equal student-faculty governing body.
Now, however, those hopes have been appreciably diminished
with the formation of the ~ d Hoc Committee on University
Governance.
It was felt that passage of an equal representation government at UMP would present utoo harshu a mandate
for Gorham.
Another area which will be adversely affected by the
merger is the campus-community relationship which is surgacing at UMP for the first time this fall.
In such programs
as the Pied Piper Project i t is imperative to have a strong
liberal ar.ts program a_t UMP.
Therefore, i f 1 iberal arts
courses are - moved to Gorham, i t is possible that many of
these gains.will be lost.
In short, we fear the merging process is infringing
on some of the real assets that UMP has acquired in its
short history . •.. The merging of UMP and Gorham must not
~es ult i n an am alg amated glorified teachers' college.
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Quote of the Week
"It's not absurd to fight
over women; it's women who
are absurd." Prof . Jack
Peirce in reply to a student's analogy of power
struggles amongst nations.

Correction
In last week's edition of
the Viking it was erroneously reported that Mrs. Dorothy
D. Moore is the Associate
Director of Placement for
Gorham.
Mrs. Moore is the
Associate Director of Student Affairs on the Portland
Campus of UMPG. 1
Also, in the same edition
we in6orrently spelled the
name of the director of adult
education at the UMP Urban
Adult Learning Center.
The
correct spelling is Mr. Frank
O'Donnell.
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In Loco Parentis

by Eddie L. Beard
This coming weekend the
thirty-one member Academic
Organization Committee, subject of controversy since ~ts
inception, will take a weekend jaunt to the White Mountains in order to get a\\·ay
from, as their Chairman states,
"the formal atmosphere of both
campuses." They will stay
at the fashionalbe Eastern
Slope Inn in North Conway.
Cost of this weekend "retreat",
according to President MacLeod, will be thirteen hundred
dollars.
The amount will
be extracted from the various
divisional funds that are left
unused each year; As if other
divisions, such as Science and
Math, could not use the funds.
Thirty-three Owls and Eagles
spent a weekend at Rockcraft last year for an intensive
sensitivity session.
Cost
of that weekend retreat was
less than half the cost of
this prime season trip to
the Wnite Mountains.
President William MacLeod
says he can get six full-time
professqrs at $4,000 apiece.
Such a statement deserved headlines.
This incredible announcement was made by the interim president in a prepared
open attack on this columnist's
assertion last week that his
two new committees will cost
in the vicinity of $100,000.
The President arrives at his
projection from the mean salary of an instr~ctor ia. $9500.

The President believes he
is reducing th~ total cost of
the committee to the published
estimated budget of $15,000.
Unfortunately, the President
is not reducing the cost of
the committee, but raising it.
Even though he hires twentyfour part-time teachers for
$24,000; the teachers on the
two committees (includes Governance Committees) will still
receive the three credit
release time.
The cost of
this, based on one eighth
of the approximate average
salary of these teachers, is
$36,375.
In addition, if he
hires teachers at the incredible $1,000 apiece salaries;
this must be over and above
the lost teacher time already
approved.
So the cost rises
to $60,375 for faculty release
time alone.
In other words,
the students ~ould be taught
by less competent teachers.
This figure will probably
be lowered by not offering the
regular courses, an additional
handicap to the student.
The
President says that these
teachers will be assigned
additional duties during the
release time in such a way that
the university will not lose
anything.
This is logic?
In citing figures of the
cost of the merger thus far,
the President conveniently
left out the $100,000 appropriated for the separation
of Portland from Orono. These funds have been used
almost exclusively for the
salary of new positions set
up_ under the merger.
If it is found unfeasible
to sfudy and construct an
academic structure by a professional group at cheaper
cost; it is recommended that
the release time proviso be
removed; that faculty have the
option of leaving . the committee, and that all members of
the _ corruni ttee be paid $150
fo.r theil£'.eontinued service.

Nursing Appointments·
Announced
PORTLAND--Dr. William J.
MacLeod, acting president,
UMPG, has announced the appointment of five new faculty members tc the University
of Maine School of Nursing
located on this campus.
Dr.
Carol J. Gray has been named
assistant director of the
School of Nursing and associate professor of nursing.
Appointed as instructors
of nursing were Mrs. Jan M.
Lewis, Mrs. Sylvia D. Paige,
Mrs. Janet B. Tiedemann, and
Mrs. Geraldine M. Tukey.
Dr. Gray will also serve as
the director of the Bureau
of Health Professions Education of the Continuing
Education Division at UMPG.
Dr. Gray received her B.S.
degree from the Teachers
College of Columbia University in 1962, her M.N. degree
from the University of Washington in 1964, and her M.Ed.
degree from the Teachers College of Columbia in 1968.
She was awarded her Ed.D. degree from Columbia in 1970.
She has served on the staffs
of hospitals in the Unitet
States and overseas and has
taught at the Abington
Memorial Hospital in Pennsylvania and at the University of Washington.
Mrs. Lewis was awarded
her B.S. degree in 1968 and
her M.S. dgree in 1970 from
the Boston University School
of Nursing.
She is a member
of the American Nurses Association.
Mrs. Paige received her
B.A. degree in 1944 from
M~riet.tla,..:College a·n d her ·
M.N. degree in 1947 from
the Yale University School
of Nursing.
She has served
on the staffs of hospitals
in New York and Massachusetts
in both adtnin,i$-brative and
teaching capacities.
She is
a member of the American
Nurses Association and Phi
ae.t a_·Kappa I11:onor Society. ·
New appointments - Sch9ol,
of Bursing
·
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Mrs. Tiedemann earned
her B.t: , deg~ee from Skidmore Coliege in 1956 . . she
has wo:rked· ·:f-or the .New·
York· Visiting Nurses Service.·
She . is a member of the American Association of University
.Women .
Mrs. Tukey was awarded a
B.S. degree from Mercy College o.f Detroit in 19 5 7 and
an M. s. d_e g.ree from Boston
University in 1964.
From
1957 to 1964, she served on
the staff of the Northville
State Hospital in Michigan.
She has been a psychiatric
tutor for _ the Maine State
Board of Nursing and consultant to the Neuropsychiatric
unit of the Veterans' Administration at Togus.
This
year she -became a consultant
to both the Augusta ·State
Hospital and the Maine Regional
Medical Pro_g ram. _
orns
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UMP Librarian Discusses Merger and Policies
VIKING INTERVIEW :
UMP Librarian
Marjorie A. Duval
Miss Duval came to UMP
in 1962. She received her
undergraduate degree at the
New England Conservatory of
Music and her M.S. degree
from Simmons College.
The following is an
interview held with Duval
in her office , · ·
VIKING: What ef feet has· the.
merger had on the library? ·
-.. ~-,
DUVAL: We've gotten together
(UMP and Gorham libraries)
and the details are gqing
very well.
r think we
are going to ' be able to supplement each other's collection quite well. Their
library is strong in education and ours has a broad
MISS MAJORIE DUVAL, UMP Librarian
based liberal arts collection
with some special collections.
For example, Gorham should
·
never have to duplicate a
back. If it doesn't within
Business Administration col..:.
VIKING: What was the purpose
a month after we have sent
lection because we already
of the renovation in the
the bill, the n we send the
have it. The bchool of
library · during the summer
bill to t he Bursar ' s office.
Nursing would be another
months?
VIK ING: What are some of
similar area.
DUVAL: We' re expanding be,the stronger subject a r eas
VIKING: Will there be cercause we need the space for
in the library collection?
tain catagories for library
more book shelves.
DUVAL : We are quite strong
collections here and at GorVIKING : Do you think the
in American Literature, although
ham?
library space is adequate
t h e re are some gaps.
I n soDUVAL : No, it is simply not
g iven the student population?
ciolo
gy
a
nd
other
social
possible to avoid dupl i cation s DUVAL: We ar e adequate in
area s we a re beg i n ning t o
at an und e rgrad u ate l eve l.
t erms o f s pace r i ght now .
have a pretty sound basi s.
Fo r e x amp le, s uch a cour s e
Seating will be adequate for
We have a relatively good ,
as sociology will be taught
someti me. We a r e l u cky in
e d uc at ion co l lec ti on fo r
a t both camp uses, perhaps by
t ha t we are a commu t e r c amthe amount we offer he r e .
t h e s a me in str u c t or .
Th us,
pus . We d on ' t need to s ea t
as l a rge a percentage of a
we sho uld have avai lable
student b ody a s a residential
t h e ma t e rial a studen t will
nee d f o r such a c o urs e. Time c a mpu s . Our s h elving space,
i s o f the e ss e nce t o a n
howe ver, will be used up very
underg r adu a te, thus you.c a n't shor t ly.
t e ll a student he'll h a ve t o
VIKING: How large a staff
After no t hav ing met fo r
wa it a day o r s o until we g e t
does t he librar y pres e n tl y
nearly
t wo' months, the UMPG
the book ·from Gor ham or some- have ?
Advisory
Committee will hol d
place else. So, we do know
DUVAL: We have si x prof~sdinner
meeting
tonight,
a
that we will have duplication sionals including myself, and
Monday
night,
in
the
Presiat the undergraduate level,
we have 12 ful1 time clerks.
dent's
Dining
Room
in
the new
but not in all areas.
In addition we employ a numCafeteria
at
Gorham.
VIKING: What is the current
ber of students.
The 6:00 dinner will be open
volumn of the UMP library?
VIKING: What is the basis
o~ly
to Committee members, but
DUVAL: Last year we added
for deciding what books
the
regular
session at 7:15
12,875 volumes and we now
will be added to the
will
be
open
to the general
have 71,416 bound volumes as
collection?
public.
of last June. In addition
DUVAL: The faculty does ·most
to that, we hold 7,310 reals
of the selecting. They select : :- •:
:•. •:
.
:•
of microfilm, 2,000 sheets
from their own professional
ON THE GOVERNOR
- of microfeet and all together
journals on the basis of/
by James A. Crichton
that brings us to 80,726 items. reviews. We also select from
To that, we can add almost
journals that we review
Master of deceptive art
400 records and a
here in the library.
Slick as grease with half
little over 5,000 government
VIKING: ~ave you considered
the heart
documents. We also currentstudent i1:put in making sePray tell ... How got you so
ly receive and have available
lections for new books?
two-faced?
1,017 periodicals.
DUVAL: Yes, we have. The
Was i t for ambition's taste?
VIKING: What is your largest questionaire published in
source for new books?
The Viking last year was not
Smiling mask across 9our mind:
DUVAL: From appropriations,
as well used as we would
What are the thoughts that
no doubt. We also receive
have liked it to be. We would
lurch behind?
a number of books from donahonor their suggestions as .
Don't speak for me; I
tions and from our friends
much as any others.
don't agree.
of the Library group. Last
VIKING: What is the library's I just despise your policy!
year, we received 4,143 gift
policy _on overdue books?
volumes. We orocessed these
DUVAL: We send a notice
Polution is a problem, sure,
and decided.,- on the basis of
when the book is late. ·If
One government cannot endure.
our present collection,
we don't hear anything for
So depolute the governorship
that 3 ,280 WO'Uld be helpful
two weeks, we send a bill for
Before Maine dies in your rude
to us. Books that we already
the book and for whatever
grip.
have are passed on to other
is due in fines.
Usually
libraries.
then the book will come

Advisory Committee
Meeting Tonight

..,. .. ..,. .....,•... . .
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A Sociologist
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VIKING

vernacular, the mental set
of these college-a~e students
went something like this---"you guys (us specialists)
A meeting was held for all
have been analyzing our planet
psychology majors this past
for years and where has it
week. Purpose of the meetgotten us; nowhere but to the
ing was to explain any confumess we are now in; we are
sion the psych majors· may have
tired of your models,
on graduate schools.
Thcee
hypotheses and theories; what
of the four teachers in the
we want now is - action not more
discipline, in a team teaching
of this intellectual stuff".
format, explained costs the
Another example of their
types of grad schools, and relimited state of knowledge
ference material the student
dealt with the concept of
should study in selecting
"pollution".
Precisely what
a college.
constituted air, land, or
The psych students were
water pollution was not
told by Dr. Paul Van Hemel
clearly understood in the
that once accepted there is
minds of many student-conusually no problem with money.
ferees.
)et, they provided
Tuition is invariably waived
simplistic answers to C?mplex
and fellowships and assistantphenomena with a zea~ assoships are available as well
ciated with relig·ious crusades. as outside teaching positions.
Aggressiveiy· militant, their
Most grad students, accorprograms for action drama.
ding to Dr. Joseph Hearns,
tized their ignorance regardenter directly into a Ph.D.
ing such fact-s as the chemisprogram.
If after two years
try of biocides, urbanization
or so, the student does not
patterns, and Ba~ck-Ameri~an
make the grade, in the opinion
. attitudes on family planning.
of the student or his proA master plan or grand
fessors, he is given a termistrategy they indeed had.
nal masters degree.
Dr. John
Its ideology, based upon
Bishop explained the procetheir perception of spaceship
dure as applicable to the cli. earth, was to put the brakes
nical area.
upon everything moving.
The students were told
Stop movement, stop motion,
that there are four major
Stop "progress II I and YOU Can
criteria used by most grad
stop all forms of pollution.
schools.
These are the
More specifically, the student- Graduate Record Exam, Miller's
conferees outlined these point: Analogies Test, the College
· (a)
To achieve a zero
Academic Record and indivipopultation gro~th on this
dual recommendations.
planet. An immediate Ameri-The meeting was very
can goal would be the twofruitful according to those
child family.
that attended and it was~
(b)
To achieve a zero
agreed, if necessary, to
national gross product starhold another meeting in the
ting with the United States
future.
complex.
(c)
To achieve the zero
use of biocides on the spaceship earth.
(d)
To achieve the zero
use of pollution - producing
devices - especially automobiles and industrial plants.

Psych Majors Meet

by A.A. Lacognata
Pr.ofessor of Sociology,
UMPG (G)
It happened last Spring.
As a student-selected faculty representative, I a~tended
a conference on pollution
and population held at a.
resort inn in Pennsylvania.
The two hundred or more conferees came from throughout
the nation--college-age
students, biologists, plant
ecologists, human ecologists,
geographers, and social
scientists. We gathered
ostensibly to rationally
discuss the issues of the
"population bomb" and "environmental pollution".
This, never really occurred but
what did, in terms of educational experience, was gftite
illuminating.
Within the first eighteen
hours of the three and a half
day conference a mental sc~ism
developed between the speciaiists and the college-age
students. The gap between
scientific information remained the domain of the
specialists and idealistic
solutions became the preroga- ,
tive of the college-age
students.
Meaningful communication and dialogue, in
or out of many workshops, cid
not evolve between the two
camps.
Student attitudes became at once ·the focal point
of analytical interest and
concern among the specialists.
Let me be more specific.
As idealists the students had two things going for them.
One was their unbounded enthuiiasm, energy, and zeal to
do sor~thing. This youthful
commitment for action was
openly admired by many of us.
Coupled with this attitudinal
climate of social involvement
was their gestalt or world
view of men.
The students
were internationalists in .
their concern for mankind.
However, when it came to
solutions of po?u]ation
growth and pollution, their
state of knowledge, their
grand strategy, and especially
their tactics raised serious
doubts regarding responsible
action.
For example, assumptions and statistical data
concerning the "population
explosion" were not critically examined or challenged
by the - students.
They just
took it as being true and
proceeded to build a superstructure of answers in the
form of solutions. Whether
our planet has a 12 to 15
year population time-bomb
fuse (the period of grace
stated by some students) is
determined largely by which
statistical facts are selected
and what kinds of life-styles
are desired.
Such comments
however were received and evaluated by students as sterile
analyses and intellectual
procrastinations.
In the
I

Tactics for action in the
tmplementation of their
master plan revealed mQre
about the mental set of
these individuals than any
other experience of the conference.
To operate outside of existing power struc~
ture and laws seemed the paramount tactical norm of
action.
In the view of many
student-conferees (including
some militant legalists present), the contemporary
American legal system was
"dysfunctional"--that is,
not working well or not
really relevant to stopping
population and environmental
pollution.
Thus, to stop
Con Edison Electric from
polluting the New York City
area, bombing the plant facilities became the only
effective and immediate
method.
To get Detroit auto
manufactures to produce nonpolluting devices proselytize
American const~mers to purchase only foreign automo~
biles.
To curb Am~rican food
(continued on page ten)

Yearhook Meeting
by John M. Day
(Yearbook Editor)
NOTICE
A meeting for all those
wishing to serve on the 19701971 Umpire Yearbook, will be
held in the office of the Umpire upstairs in the old
Stude nt Union on Tuesday, at
3:00 p .m.
Po s itions are available
in lay -out, photography,
graphi c s, art, and typing.
Now is the time to become
involved if you have specific
ideas on how the UMP annual
should be designed.
. If you are unable to be
present at the Tuesday meeting, then have your name,
number and where you can
be reached in the mailbox
downstairs in the Union
building.
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DISCONTENTMENT·
A FEW WORDS ON SMOKING by Max Millard
On September 23, directors of the Massachusetts
State Pharmaceutical Association (MSPA) recommended
that cigarette sales be
halted in the 1700 pharmacies of the state.
Although
this recommendation was
madi with mankind's benefit in mind it should not
be agreed with too readily,
for any decision restricting the sale of a product
is repressive in nature,
and should be examined for
its fmplications.
The MSPA feel that their
· business is to heal the sick,
not to po ison the healthy.
They believe that by refus~ng
to sell cigarettes, they will
achieve one or both of
these goals:
1.
To convince the public
that cigarette smoking ·is
harmful to the health, and
therefore to discourage peo ple from smoking.
2.
To make it . more difficult for people to buy ciga rettes, thereb y cuttinr down
on their consumption.
It is doubtful whether
either of these goa ls could
be achieved.
The first
assumes that some people
aren't aware of smoking's
contribution to respira,
tory ailments.
Thi~ is ridiculous.
Everybody ~n Massachusetts who has been exposed to television, radio,
magazines or newspapers
knows the dan g ers of cigarettes.
The few stubborn who
won't believe statistics
are so thick-headed that
nothing short of an X-ray
of their own cancerQus lung
will convince them of the
truth.
The second goa l is equall y
fallacious
for it assumes
th at cutti~g the supply will
automatically lower the d~mand.
In fact, the opposite
is true.
If somebody wants
a cigarette bcdly enough he
will drive across town or
wald a mile to get one.
And
since in many p l a c-e..s the only
stores open on Sunday a re
drug stores, qu ite a few
people will be forced to go
far out of their way to feed
their habit.
But those who
want to quit will not find
their task any easier because of this inconvenienc e .
Nobody can be forced to quit;
it is a matter of will power,
and the frustration of not
being able to buy cigarettes will not stren g then
anyone's will power.
The drug store of today
sells so many things besides
drugs that aspirin is.some~imes easier to find in a
supermarket.
But cigarettes
are one of the few legitimate products to be found
there, for nicotine is aP
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much a drug as any other.
Nicotine is also addictin g ;
ard when a heavy smoker runs
out_ of cigarettes he can
suffer more pain than a ,
diabetic without his insulin.
One sign commonly seen
in store windows asks, "NEED
CIGARETTES?" Those who
have to answer "yes" should
not be deprived of the right
to fill this need.
What's
relevant is that nicotine
gives temporary relief, not
that it can be destructive
in the long run.
There is
far more danger in the longterm use of diet pills,
tranquilizers and barbituates, yet these drugs will
never be removed from pharmarcy shelves.
·
History has proven repeated l y that morality cannot
be le g islated.
Personally,
I find ci garette smoking a
disgusting habit and I would
never desecrate my
lungs with the stinking
fumes.
But some people want
to.
I say let 'em.

led directly to WWII.
Of
our involvement in the Second
World War, he said that "our
embargo on steel and other
goods was provocative to the
Japanese."
Although "one 's rights cannot imp inge upon the rights
of others," Hester stressed the
need for dissent in the U.S.
today.
"If you follow a dictator and say 'my country
right or wrong, my country,'
you become a subject, not a
citizen."
Of Vietnam Hester stated that
"it isn't even a civil war;
it is an imperial war."
"The
government officials are not
·
elected by the people of South
Vietnam- they are our representatives."
In summation of
the situation he $aid, "This
War is disgracing every American, whether h~ knows it or
not."
Gen. Hester fel~ that there
should be no milit?ry conscription at the present time.
"When the time comes for conscription in this nation, then
~e ought to conscrib e everybody.
II

Gen. Hester Condemns
Vietnam War
"If you can rationalize the
killing of peasants 10,000
miles away, then you can rationalize any absurdit y ."
Such was the theme of antiwar speaker Ret. Brig. Gen.
Hugh B. Hester in a fiftyminute speech before a_p proximately 50 to 75 st~dent~, .
faculty, and community citizens last Thursday in LBA.

~~
flowers and Antiques

•
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Fickle Finger of Fate
The Vi ki n g ' s literary . d i g it
goes this week to the library
for a llowing the fire alarm to
ring some 15 minutes on Friday
morning- disturbin g the students'studying.
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Breaking a long standin g
0
~radition, a second journalis0
tic finger o f fate g oes this
o
week to the Gorham Observer
0
0
for ed itori ally usin g Dr.
D
" Norman McLeod ", two weeks
D
ago; and Dr. "Robert" Mac0
0
Leod, la st week.
0
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We Want You To Join Our Church
As An

Gen. Hugh B. Hester

Ordained Minister
And Have The Rank Of

Dodor of Divinity
Before launching into his
criticism of the Vietnam
War the 75 year-old General
discussed the other wars the
United States has been involved in during this century.
"The wars I have participated in (WWI,WWII, and
Korea) have not solved the
problems they were intended
to." The Treaty of Versailles
after WWI, saiQ the General,

We 1r1 1 non-structured f1ith , undenomin1tional,
with no trlditlon1I doctrine or dogm1 . Our fast
wowing church it actively INking new min i~ers
who believe what WI believe; All men .,.. entitled
to their own convictions; To llltk truth their own
w•v. wh1tever it may be, no questiom asked. M •
minitter of the church, you m1y :
1. Start your own church and ,pply for ex·
emption from property and other tax•.
2. Perform m«rilQII, blpttMi , funerals and
all other ministerial functions.
3. Enjoy reduced rates from tome modes of
transportation, some the1ten, ttorn, hotels,
etc. 4. Seek draft exemption • one of our work·
ing miDionaries. We will tell you h~ ..
Enclose a free will donation tor the M1niner'1
credtnti,ls and ltcen•. We also i11Ue Doctor of
Divinity Degrees. We are State Chartered and your
ordination is recognized in all 50 states and mott·
foreign countries. FREE LIFE CHURCHBOX 4039, HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA 33023.
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made accord ing to t h e Fel l ow ' s
fie l d of intere s t and t ra i n- ·
ing, and are carefully ~creened and periodically reviewed to assure c on t i nui ng
On Octo ber 1 , 19 7 0, the
cha ll e n ge and prof essional
City o f New York officia~l y
st i mulati o n.
ope n ed the third nation-wide
A basic f eatur e of the
compe tition for its Urban
program is that each Urban
Fellowship Program.
Fellow must be granted apUnder the conditions of
propriate academic credit by
the Program, the City will
his college or university,
select twenty exceptional young according to its rules and
men and women from 400 colleges requirements.
In addition,
and universiti~s throughout
each of the twenty Urban
the country to serve full-time
Fellows sel~cted to partiinternships for the academic
cipate in the t ity's Program
year commencing in September
will receive a stipend of
1971, at the highest levels
$4,000 plus round-trip
of the City gove rnment.
travel e x penses.
The competition is open
to all students who will
have completed at least
thei r jun ior year of college
b y Sept ember 1971, including
g r ad u a t e stude nts.
The s e l e c t i on p ro ce s s will
e ntail fir st, e n do rs eme nt by
the app l ic ant-' s schoo l, and
wil l be bas ed o n f ully - de tail e d
app lica tions, tran s c ripts, person al sta teme nts and r ec omThe UMPG Sailing Club
me n da tio n s, with fort y finac a st of f for a n e w start
list s inv ited, a ll expe ns e s
Thurs d a y , Octobe r 1st, 1970,
p ai d, for i n t ervi ew s at t h e
with th e e lection of new
Offi ce o f t he Ma yor at City
o f fic e rs.
Hall, New York City . Of
Ge orge Berube resides as
thes e , twenty will b e appoinpresiden t ; Roland Ludlam,
ted Urban Fe llows .
Vice President; Mike King,
Al l appli c ations must be
Treasur er; Chris Thing,
rec e i v ed b y J anuary 31, 1971.
Team Captain and Instructor;
Re v iew of all applications by
and Maggie Wakelin, Secrea Sel e ction Committee will be
tary.
concluded by March 31, and imOur first regatta was
mediate no tification made to
h e ld at Handy 's Marina at
all appi icants.
Ex pense-paid
11:00 o'clock, Sunday morinter v iews for forty finalists
ning. Three out of our
are scheduled to be held at
four boats were rigged and
City Hall, New Y0rK City,
waiting and saiiing was
during April, wit~ desigv irtuous all afternoon.
nation of twenty Urban FelOur membership has inlows completed by April 30,
creased - but we can always
1971.
welcome more yachting sports.
Ur ban Fellows work closely
We are working now to select
and directly with heads of
super star skippers.
New York City gov ernment
Our meetings will be
agenci e s and with top Mayoral
held every ThursCay on the
assistants; they are given
second floor of the Senate
significant responsibilities
House (new student union).
in a d ministrati v e probl e mYou'll hear us up there merrisol v ing , rese a rch, policy
l y singing - Sail sail sail
planni n g, and r e l a ted managey our boat ....... .
me nt ar ea s. Assi g nments are

Urban_Fellowship
Program

Sailing Club News

NEW! SPECIAL
~sTUDENT CHECKING
ACCOUNT ...
NOW at Canal Bank in
Portland at 391 Forest Avenue
Starter checks FRE'E:,
NO minimum balance
NO service charge
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Dr. Rodney Wells
to Speak Here
Dr. Rodney Wells, Superintendent of the Portland
Public School System will be
the highlight of one of the
first programs sponsored by
the Educational Forum on the
Portland campus. Dr. Wells, born in Candor,
New York~ received his Bachelor Degree from the University of Rochester; his Masters
Degree f ~om the State
University of New York in Albany; and his PhD . . from , the
University ,of Connecticut.
His e x perience ranges from
teacher of mathematics and
history to football coach in
Hudson, New York.
He also,
serv ed h i s principalship in
Huds on . Dr. Wells came to
Po r tland as Su p t. o f Schools
f r om Branford, Co nne c ticut
where he h a d h eld t h e same
position since 1966.
Dr. We lls has writte n professional art i cles f or nation al
periodicals, as well as speaking on local, state , r e g ional,
and nat i o n al l e vels on a variety of educational subjects.
He is al-so a member of _the
Ex ecuti Ve Committee o f the New
England School Dev elopment
Co u ncil.
The Educational Forum invites all interested students
t o consid er membership; while
all members of the college
community are invi,ted -to
participate in any of the
Forum issues.
This year's leaders for the
Educational Forum are:
Preside nt:
Mary Moran
Vice President : Ronald Gobeil
Secretary:
Judith McNally
Treasurer:
Anita Pel ! etier
A schedule for the fall semester follows-----~
Repre sentatives from VIPS
(Volunteers In Public Schools)
Gorham Student Representati v es
o f SE AM
October 1 4 , 1 ~0 0 , Room 5 24 LBH
Dr . Rodney Wel ls
Sup t. o f Port l and Sc hool System
Octobe r 20 , 1:15, Room 206 PS H
F i l m-"They Can Do It"
No vemeb er 9, Rop m 206 PSH
Vis i t t o Peaks Island
El e mentar y School
November
Student Education Association
of Maine (SEAM) Conference
in Augusta
November
Visit to Prides Corner School
November 18, 9:30 a.m.
Film - "More Different Than
Alike"
December 14, Room 206, PSH

Pay only for the checks you use

C8Ilfi1Bank
MEMBER FDIC

There will also be ~nscheduled
visits to the New School Workshop and other experimental
school programs in Southern
Maine .
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Two Appointed to

The Potpourri

Science and Mathematics

Z(zzzzz)
by Greg "Gregorakos"
Callahan

gotten it TWICE, once at
regular speed and once in slow
motion (it was only done
once, and that was in . slow moPolitical allegories are
tion most of the time). but
always fun except when they
what they should have done is
are not. But Z is fun and
show Bonnie and tlyde getting
is a good movie besides (it's
it at regular speed at the
a book too for those of you
beginning and then in slow mogauche enough to read).
It's
tion at· the end. creating
a fast-paced little bugger,
a whole circular t~ip.
rated GP so you can let your
z functions best as a steam
kids go--alone. Not that
valve, a consience easer.
they care about pclitical
Americans couldn't possible
allegories or things like
care less about what's
that and besides, you have
going on in Greece no matter
a minimal amount of knowledge
how much Melina Mercouri
of what's been going on in
rant and raves. As long as
Greece, and since I don't, I
the repression doesn't bear
assume kids don't either.
the ' tag of "communist" it's
They can go anyway.
hardly dangerous and even
That's neither -here not
less interesting. Neverthethere. Z has the best title
less, if anybody starts
in the world for a movie.
talking about Greece at a
Can you imagine how they ever
cocktail party or something,
contrived it? If you think
you can say you saw z- and
they needed a title and
adroitly change the subject.
someone started snoring (y'
The film is worth seeing
know "zzzz") and somebody's
but it · forces all these
lightbulb went off, well
questions in my head just
you're wrong, wrong, wrong.
when I thought I had successThat's not how it happened
fully trained myself not to
at all because, if you're
think. Oh well.
I hate
Greek, you know that Z
preachy people and I don't
means "He Lives" as well as
like preachy movies either
being a letter. Who lives?
unless I've got some good
Well, it refers to this depupopcorn to remind me that
ty(whidh means a senator in
I'm being entertained or I'm
Greek) who's going to liberaon some self-imposed maralize Greece but•gets rubbed
thon.
z isn't really so
out first.
preachy-as it is remote. Now
From there on it all deEasy Rider was preachy.
I'll
velops. The peace movement
tell you all about that somebegins to crumble. There
'
day, unless I don't.
is speculation that this is
I don't know about z, actua conscious plot (it looked
ally, there were a whole bunch
like an accident). Then
of nuns there the night I
there's his wife portrayed
went (Greek nuns?), and maybe
by Irene Pappas, wpo cries a
they know something i don't.
lot and mutters some dialogue.
And 1 r 8 member that the air
It's her face that's important. conditioning kept going on
Her -features are as enigmatic
and off at five minute interas Mona Lisa's no less. Pretvals and people gliding
ty soon, this detective type
around on and off screen.
It
(he's not called a detective
was a little like witnessing
but something else) proves
a ghost -dance. Which is not
that there WAS a plot and all
'
necessarily bad.
th ese po l 1' t'1ca l/ mi. 1 1.tary b 1gwigs are behind the whole thing,
but right after he gets them
all indicted the junta hushes
the whole thing.
There's a lot of surrealism
going on there. Remember. those
completely illuminated rooms
in 2001? Well, the rooms here
Good Food! Good Drink!
are-rust like that, completely
Good Times!
white. Positively antiseptic
,~~~~~~~~~~.-.,
in effect. Also, there are
all these flashbacks (in the
I
t
cinematic sense) some of which
are new revelations in the
classic sense of flashing and
others ,are repetitions of
t
t
things we've already seen.
The assassination itself is
1
given the repitition treat1
ment and it's really effective,
especially the second time
t ____ :..,. _____ j
.__
around because it's done in
slow motion, while this VJice
Live Entertainment
drones on over the scene
talking about the murder in
Tues. & ·,s at. Night
cool, detached tones. What
311 Forest Ave., Portland. Maine
a fantastic gimmick. Can
you imagine how much better
a film like Bonnie and Clyde
would have been if B & Chad

Bard Special
f 6 oz. Sirloin Beef
with
t grilled onions
t
& peppers .

I

85

t

Dr. William J. MacLeod;
acting president of UMPG,
has announced the appointment of two new members to
the Division of Science and
Mathematics at UMP. Named
were Dr. Joseph F. Hearns
and Dr. Paul Van He~el,
assistant professors of psy~
chology.
Dr. Hearns received his
B.A. degree from Boston
College in 1964, his M.S.
degree in 1966 and his Ph.D.
degree in 1967 from · the University of Massachusetts.
From .October 1967 to February 1968, · he was Prbject
Manager of the Biodental
Engineering project at the
Tufts University School of
Dental Medicine. Since , 1968
he has been a research psychologist in the Behavioral
Qciences Division of the
Pioneering Research Laboratory at the U.S. Army laboratories in - Natick, Mass.
During this time~ Dr. Hearns
also served as instructor in
psychology at Northeastern
University and Boston University. He is a member of the
American Psychological
Association, the Eastern
Psychological Association,
and the New England Psychological Association.
Dr. Van Hemel was awarded
a B.3. degree from Hobart
College in 1965. He received
his M.A. degree in 19 6 7 and
his Ph. D. degree in 1970
from John HopLins Uni-versi ty.
Prior to coming to th£ Portland campus, he served as a
teaching assistant and research assistant at Johns
Hopkins. He is a member
of the Epsilon Pi Si g na
Science Honor Society of
Hobart Colle~e, the Animal
Behavior Society, and the
American Association for the
Advancement of Science.

Placement Office News
I

Mr. Fred Freise, Director
of Placement for UMPG, has
advised students to be aware
of several current or upcoming
events in placement.
Seniors should register
in the Placement Office to
receive the material on representatives of businesses and
other inte~ests which will
he appearing on campus. This
week will see representatives
from the Boston School System, Babson Graduate School,
and the U.S. Marine Corps
at UMP. ·
Students interested · in
part-time jobs are also
urged to sign up in the
Placement Office. As was the .
case in the past, a section
of the bulletin board in .
PSH will be used for a listing of part-time job~.
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t:ne motto:
"The new poetry
is the product of those poets
who believe in the word, who
do not say ; word s f ai l me ,
b ut who confess ;· I failed t he
words . . ... " . Both r ead i n gs
are FREE to anyone who wi l l
t a k e t h e t ime to be i n the
right place at the right time.

social news
SOCIAL STUFF
b y Fred Re am
Monday , Octobe r 1 2
3 tarting today the r e will
be an e xh ibit of recent prints
i n the Art Gallery on the
Gorham campus. The prints
are o n loan fro m the Canadian Museum of Modern Art.
The gallery is open 10 to 5
Monday through Friday, and
on weekends at hours which this
column was incapapble of
securing. Admission is free.

One last comment at this
time.
Plans for the November
7 concert on the Portland
campus are progressing smoothl y after an initial set back
at the loss of Eric Burdon and
War.
The concert is now scheduled to feature (3) English
groups; contracts hav e been
signed by two of them, and
the third is expected to sign
the first of this week.
Tickets will be offered in
ad v ance to students at about
$2.00/each until 1200-1300
tickets are sold. The remaining seats will be offered at
$1.00 above the student price.
Watch the bulletin boards and
this paper for more information.

46 Market Street

.F

f

J

Portl~d. Ma~e

Dance Nightly
to
Live-E:ntertainment
8:30 P.M. to 1:00 A.M.
Soul & Rock
CANTEEN CO.
OF MAINE
C..plete v..... ...
...... p ... 8enlee

Wednesday, October 14
There will be a FREE film
presented on the Portland
campus at 7:30 pm in the gymnasium .
It i s a Frenc h film
b y Jean Cocte au intitled "Or p hee " (Orpheus).
This is a ·
though t p rovo king fi l m a n d
wi l l be exc el l ent enter t ainment.
Thur sd a y, Oc tober 1 5
Ano t her FREE fi l m i s offered
this evening , "39 Steps" . This
film will 'be shown on the
Gorham campus at 7:30 pm in
Bailey Hall.
It i s a British film by Alfred Hitchcock.
This is a film which mystery
lov ers will not want to miss.
Friday, October 16
. Hopefully, we will be
able to see the films which
were originally schaduled for
last Fri<lay night.
United
Parcel is o n s t r i ke, and the
r es ult ing increase i n mail ed
packagis ·delayed the films'
arrival from St. Louis (a s
t his column goes tc, p r ess on
Sunday, the films are still
in transit).
The movies will be:
"The
Extra Girl" with Mabel Normand, "Cops" with Buster
Keaton, "The Desparate Scoundrel" wi_t h the Keystone K'.)ps,
"Terry at the Throttle"
with Wallace Beery and Gloria
Swanson, and three cartoons
(Bugs Bunny, Little Lulu
and a Looney Tune).
The
cost is 25¢ with a Portland
or Gor~am ID Card; 50¢ without
ID Card.
Posters will appear
one~ the films arrive on the
campus.
Monday, October 19
Poet, Robert Kelly will
be speaking at the Gorham
campus tonight at 7:30 p.m.
in Hastings Lounge.
Tuesday, October 20
Mr. Kelly will be read i ng
his poetry tonight on the
Port l and campus at 7:30 p.m.
in the Student Union Building
at 94 Bedford Street. Mr.
Kelly is a poet who follows

''Dead Seagull''
by Barry Daniels

films came from 84 colleges
and universities nationwide.
Following a World Premiere at Lincoln Center in
The Fifth National Student
New York on October 13, a
Film Festival, largest of its
package of award winning films
kind in history, will tour
can be sponsored by a student
colleges and universities
. organization, for showing on
across the country and will
the campus, with the opporbe available to student orgatunity of receiving revenue
nizations for sponsorship.
if admission is charged.
The festival, sponsored
The package can also be
by the Jos. Schlitz Brewing
Company, Milwaukee, the Ameri- rented for free showings.
For information concercan Film Institute, the Motion
ning
sponsorship and bringPicture Association of Ameriing
the
Fifth National Film
ca, and the ~ational Student
Festival
to the campus, write
Association, earned the distto
International
Student Films,
inction of being the largest
254
w.
7lst
Street
#2B, New
as the result of attracting
York,
New
York
10023,
or
a record 347 entries in this
telephone
(212)
595-8080.
year's film competition. The

Film Festival
Available
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Conference Views
consumption, switch to
"natural" or "health" foods
which (according to their
argument) is more nutritional
since much supermarket goods
are plastic-coated imitative
foods.
And so on, with the
consequences of such actions
never coming to meaningful
analytical discussion.
Parts of the "zero" master
plan were also to be implemented (especially the twochild family thesis) through
the penetration of primary
school systems. Attitude
changes are to be achievea
by teaching the kids a set
of values apart from the
existing (and decadent)
cultural system. This
approach is designed to bypass the present power structures and attitudinally isolate the primary school children from all "others"-me.a ning those 25 years of age
or older.
,,Not cOnten t with these tact ±c'al, mi l'itant absurdities,
some conferees decided to
protest the meals being
served at the inn by boycotting a particular dinner.
The rationale for this action never became wholly
clear. A minority went along
eating, as a substitute
dinner, apples, brown rice,
and 9ranges.
Somehow it
bec~me diffidult to convince many of these crusaders
that, p i'asti·c"dr not, I like
spaghetti and meat-balls.
In many of their minds, however, my food values were
irrelevant. They knew the
answers as to what food
Wa$ good for me.
'I'his th~ti . was gi st of the
cdn'ference· as experienced "
by this member. Others may
have interpreted it diffe~ently.
Tf the human cordition is
to survive on thi s spaces h ip
earth, the tactics of violen9e and the subversion of
cui tural ~y,stems .as propm~~d
.by,· the co:t;x·ege--agEf .1eaaers
at this ceii:f5erence· wil-1 (v:.e ry
probably) not make it so • .!
Granted that some of their .
human concerns are valid, it
. does not · realistically
follow . that to improve the
quality of the human ce>n4ition one wrecks existing
~ife styles. The logic . and
·ta~tics of destruction _(which
ha~ been predicted by som~ .as
the theme for the 1970's ~ ·
a decade of violence) does not
automatically result in either
the intended transformation
or survivaL of the species.
It can result in sodial and
cultural suicid?·
_Men of letters ar~ not
blameless either.
In some
w'ays not fully understood we
must have contributed to
student frustration and impatience with ~cientific
analysis on social issues.
An honest re-examination of
our sociatal roles is evidently overdue. This much is
certain. The bridge between
the specialists and college0
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1ge militants needs to be
erected. The conference definit ~ ly provided this educational ~experience for many
of us.
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"AS A UMP STUDENT
SEES ORONO"
by Alex Holt

October 12, 1970

it effects them directly. To
cite an example of this, there
was an organized attempt to
make reforms in the studentfaculty relations---similar to
what happened here at UMP.
During the first day of discussions, many students were
involved, but as time went on,
students rapidly became bored
with the matter, even though
it was relevent to the student
population.
The food is the worst
possible, usually undercooked
and about as tasty as shoe
leather. As the people who
man the kichens do not have to
have state food-handler's
licenses, they are never given
medical exams to see if they
have contagious diseases, resulting iri mass cases of food
poisening at rare times.
In short, this columnist
is rather disappointed by the
UMO campus.
It represents the
"traditional" university campus--isolated from the mainstream
of society.
It makes one feel
all the more that UMPG will
rapidly replace UMO as the major university campus irt this
state, if only for the reason
of visible stagnation coupled
with laxity.

There has been a nearly
universal tendency for college students at Pogo u. to
consider th~ Orono campus as
a "cow college", and to
self-rightiously assume that
the majority of UMO students
are a bunch of country hicks.
As a former UMP student, and
now attending UMO, this columnist would like to clarify
this situation at the Orono
can1pus.
First, let me describe the
surroundings.
If one is so
fortunate to enter the University through one of the
virtually unknown back entrances, one usually will see a
herd of cows contently
munching on knee-length grass.
Naturally, the cows are enclosed in a pasture surrounded
by barbed wir€.
However, it
is not unknown for a stray
cow or two to leap the fence
. and go wandering around the
back of the nearby classroom
buildings. But .... that's
beside the point.
If one
continues on his way, one will
notice a University tractor
moving slowly toward the
combined vegetable-flower
gatden. Admittedly., this
.
The Student Senate Budget
distinctly ag.rarian land- and Appropriations Commi ttee
scape is off-set by the · many
· under the chairmanship of
modern classroom buildings,
Senate Treasurer Al Grant
the up-to-date dorms, and
.
approved one request and
- the fresh air (which I might
tabled another at a Friday
say one does not usually find
afternoon meeting.
iri the PO'rtlarid area).
one
Approved was $150 fo.r the
must remember also, that
Viking to epuip and furnish
there is only one complex o,f
a photography lab facility, ,
barns, ahd only ;liwo silos ... ·
to, be used for pictorial sup-;
so the situation . isn't quite
port for the newspaper. · · The
as bad as it sounds.
request pointed out "the faThere is much creativity
. ~i),.ity would belong:;:. to the
on .the part of UMO student,
student body as well as the
both formally · arid :0therwise.
newspaper.
For . example,· ingencus methods _
··A_·r equest from Tau Eps i lon
have been deveJ:.op-E:,!d by -. male
· (TE,P)' for $200 to finance an
StUdent.s t o get into girls I
0J2eil ~OUS.e .Wa$ tabled by the
dorms at night fat ·w n ich time, ·, c 0mmi ttee pending an appearthe .said dorms are locked, · arid ance by a spokesman for the
lack only the barbed wire to
:frat~rni ty. ·
give them a p.ri:sort camp
· ·
. Both actions by the B&A
appearance . .). As a transfer ·
Committee are subject to acstudent, I can only state
tion by the :full Senate.
what my impressions hav:ce . he:en.;
·At a Tl;rnrsday evening
to date. · I have noticed a
session of the Senate, Presgreater tendency towards
ident Jerry· Mccann reported
a sort of clannishness on the
that IBM would like to conpart of Orono students.
tinue the bus i nessmen-student
Students seem to be in small
di~cussions that started last
groups of very close friends,
spring.
leaving others out unless
Also at the meeting Sen ~
they fit into the group beMartin Murphy gav e the
havior. A minority of students group a report on the c afe are outgoing, and these usuteria inv estigation commitally tend to the activists
te e . He noted that the command socialCpolitical leaders.
ittee has talked with UMP
Student "apathy" is quite
Bursar Harold Lawrence and
strong, with little student
plans to continue its invesi .n;t_exe.s.t _in. issues unless
tigation.
t ~ --.. 1' , . ... ,!#' ~.1
2z~.':";:J---. ::-d.l-J
l-:..:, , _:. ....,,~

Senate Finance Committee
Approves

Money Requ~st

.1.
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THE

SPORTS
UMP FIRST

~O

The UMP Soccer Club will
mak e history on Friday,
Oc t ober 16. They will be
th e first squad to compet'e
ag a inst the University of
Maine at Orono (Mecca) in
an athletic event. The Club
has done a fine job and we
hope that they will soundly
de f eat the Black Bears. Hopefully this will be just the
beginning of such inter-campus
competition.
In another game,
they will face Bliss College
next Wednesday.
ICE SKATING
Ice skating for UMP students will be at the Bowdoin
College Arena for the 2nd
' half of fall semester, November 3rd to January 12th, on
Tuesdays only, from 1:00 2:00 p.m. (excluding recess
periods). This is open to
all interested men and women.
There is no minimum skill
level required.
This activity
will fulfill one quarter of
the required four quarters of
physical education. You must
provide your own skates.
Transportation is to be
arrang~d among the participants.
There will be a minimal fee
of about $4.00 for the entire ·
half. The first class meeting
will be on Tuesday, November
3rd in the classroom of the
gymnasium.
Sign up as soon
as possible with the secretary,
Room 104 of the gymnasium.
NOTICE:

BASKETBALL

Tryouts for Varsity and
Freshman Basketball will begin
on Monday, Oct. 19, at 3:15
in the Gym. All hopefuls are
required to attend.
NOTICE:

BASKETBALL MANAGERS

Any hopeful Basketball Man2gers are asked to meet with
Mr. Sturgeon on Wednesday,
October 14, at 3:30 in the
Gym Classroom.

SOCCER:

ST. FRANCIS 5-UMP . 2

This was a tough loss for
the Viking Club. The Club
was lacking the able coaching
of Hal Menninger and this,
combined with a slack in defense, was a big cause of the
loss.
The St. Francis squad
utilized their powerful of~ensive attacks and were able to
hold off the Viking attack .
for the 5-2 victory.
SPORTSWRITER'S NOTE: It seems
very interesting that when
the Vikings win a contest,
very little publicity is
given them in the Portland
Press.
However, when they
lose, the Press is quick to
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CROSS COUNTRY

New England College:
New England College, with
the advantage of the home
course, ran away from everyone except "Ziggy" in beating
both Portland and Gorham campuses in a triangular meet.
Brian Gillespie, who ran
tight until the last half
mile, was only a minute over
N. E . 's Davis's record as he
ca' 1e in first for UMP and the
meet in -~ time of 29:03.
However, this js a team sport
and· five men count in the
scorin g . One change in placement can mean a win or loss
or tie as in the case of Gorham this time.
As both
Hogden and Cameron imorove in
style and stamina, UMP's
record will reverse as experience is what makes the
winner in college Cross Country.
Plymouth State College
Last Saturday UMP scored
QUARTERBACK Phil Jones
191 points to come in tenth
in the Plymouth State College
Invitational. The high point
of the day was the finishing
Intramural Sports
of Brian "Ziggy" Gillespie,
as he was the first Maine
finisher when he placed fourth
FROSH FLOGGERS 20overall.
VIS MAJORS 14
This Saturday will be UMP's
This was a game that could Invitational for all the
have gone either way as the
Small Colleges at the Eastern
Floggers held on for the vie- Prom.
As St. Francis, Gortory.
Both teams seemed
gam, Nasson, etc. will be pareven durinr the first half as ticipatin g .
Anyone who would
scoring was even. With the
wish to help make this meet
addition of Fredricks the
run smoothly could offer their
Floggers seemed to click and
services as officials.
Con.eventually outscored the Vis
tact Tom Martin in the ,gym .if
Maj ors.
Fredricks, Menario,
you do.
·
and Jones shined for the F l o g - - - - - - - - - - ' . - - - - - - - ge rs.
Avon, Powers, Goranite~
GIRLS TENNIS
were the best for the Vis
Ma j ors ....
Bates' girls seemed to have
too
much for the Portland
RES IPSAS 28campus
girls as they took
COSTRA NOSTRA 14
every match in the contest
The Res Ipsas have found
held at the .Bates' tennis dourts
in Lewiston.
·
the secret to winning as
they easily handled the CN's
Everyone played well, but
in a penalty-filled v,ame .
the ball bounced the other way
It seemed that every one scored as the horn~ team had too
for the lawyers as they showed much experience for our girls
their skills both physically
to. overcome· (Maybe the boys
and mentally.
The whole te~rn still have a chance.) Again
deserves recognition as the
Polly Blake, Mary Ellen Flynn,
best in the leag ue.
The Cosa and Kerr? Jahr.son played well.
Nostra could jell and be an
The g irls will be preping
importnat factor in who wins
fo~ the State meet this
the big one.
Be r g eron, Peck, Friday and ~at~rday at Colby.
Hillock (good coverage on
If they as individuals win
Jabar) aiid Dipietro ·played
their matches on Friday they
well f~r the losers .... ·
will then advance to the finals
on Saturday. Last year many
of
our g irls won their share
VIS MAJORS 12of
the g ames and this year
JOINT TORTFEASORS 12
should be no exception.
This was quite a game as
the lawyers waged both physical and verbal battle in
SAILING CLUB
an oft thrown fla g game.
Both teams were evenly
The Sailing Club partimatched, and victory could
cipated
in the Associated
gone either way.
Detroy and
Membership
sailing meet and
Sullivan were the best bets
placed
third
in a six-boat
for the Tortfeasors.
Avon
race
with
27
points.
Maine
and Goranites capitalized on
Ma
ritime
Academy
was
the
whatever came their way.
overall winner with 18 points,
Outstanding back:
Dave
followed by Boston State.
Bergerson, Cosa Nostra
Outstanding lineman:
.J
Sullivan, Joint Tortfeasors
cover the match. As usual
the P.ortland Papers are still
doing a real fine job.
Although we certainly hope
they can improve their
reporting.

~ ..L..i..i...
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"Mission and Goals"
Discussed by.
Academic Committee

More New. Books From Library
LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
Hamilton. Elements · of John Updike. PS3571F4Z69
Hazzard. Bay at noon.
PR6058A99B3
Hooker. MASH.
PZ4H78Mas
Huxley. Letters o~ Aldous Huxley.
PR6015V9Z53 1970
Jullian. Oscar Wilde. PR5823J813 1969
Lewis. Harlot queen. PR6023E955H3 1970
Madsen. From shadowy types to truth. PR3588M3
Meriwether. Daddy was a number runner. PS3563E738D3
Nemiroff. To be young, gifted, &black. PS3515A515Z8
Parker. Milton. PR3581P27
Putnam. Virgil's pastoral art. PA6804B7P8
Taylor. Piece of this country. PS3570A955P5
Thomas. Hopkins the Jesuit. PR4803H44Z86
Tobias. Art of James Thurber. PS3539H94Z9 1970
Trask. Unwritten song. PN1345T7
NATURAL SCIENCES
Anderson, Introduction to qua~tum chemistry. QD462A53
Annual review of physical chemistry. QD1A732 1969
Dethier. Fairwather duck. QL785.B6D4 1970
Gray. Manual ot botony. QK117G75 1950
McKerns. Gonads. QP251G62
Preston. North American trees. QK481P68 1969
Riedman. Focus on sharks. Ql638.9R5
Teal. Life & death of t:he salt marsh. Q1:541. 5S24T4
White. Journals. QH138S4W27 1970
SUGGESTED PURCHASE

DATE OF PUBLICATION,: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Pleas e leave this form with .-the REFERENCE LIBRARIAN.

.The UMPG President's Academic Committee, in a regular
Saturday meeting, discussed
the immediate and long-range
"mission and goals" for UMPG.
Amonst topics covered ~ere
open admissions and undergraduate, graduate and community college concepts.
SUGGESTIONS SOLICITED
The Academic Committee is
in·terested , in having students
and faculty suggest purposes
and goals foruMPG over the
next 1-15 years.
Suggestions
may be left in the Viking mail
box in the Student Union or
in the Viking Office.

FALL LEAVES
by Don Conant
I

thank the Lord for falling
leaves
That grace my garden wall
And make their way up to my
house
Throught shadows l ean and tall
They do ri ot rap upon my door
But still I k now they ' re there-Thank God for winds to ma ke
th e m - d ro p
A dre s s for ear t h to wear .

